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Configuration tools and accessoriesConfiguration tools and accessories

0 882 35 0 488 72 0 488 68RJ 45 connectors

n Customising settings on-site
All sensors are preset in the factory 
• 500 lux light level threshold for ceiling-mounting sensors and 300 
lux for surface-mounting sensors
• 15-minute time delay and walkthrough function activated
The configuration tools are used to adjust the preset settings and the 
detection sensitivity

Mounting on 
internal angle

Mounting on 
external angle

n Installing surface-mounting boxes Cat.No 0 488 75

n Installing fixing accessories on an angle  
(view from above)

Wall

Wall

Sensor

Pack Cat.Nos Configuration tools for Lighting 
Management sensors
All sensors are supplied with factory settings:
- 500 lux light level threshold for ceiling mount 
sensors, 300 lux for surface and flush mounting 
sensors
- 15-minute time delay and walkthrough function 
activated
The configuration tools are used to adjust these 
presets and the detection sensitivity.

1 0 882 35 Step programming on preset buttons
1 0 882 40 Configuration tool to be used in association with any 

IOS and Android device
Compatible with all stand alone/SCS/KNX lighting 
detectors, SARLAM Chartres Infini and Essentiel 
bulkheads, LVS2 addressable emergency lighting 
luminaires and all Legrand NFC equipped products
Main functions:
- product settings modification 
- store & recall product configuration files
- easy configuration copy & paste 
- operational test functions
- troubleshooting agent onboard

RJ 45-BUS/SCS connector
10 0 488 72 Used to connect controller(s) and sensor(s) to a 

BUS/SCS cable via tap-off. Male connector

RJ 45 doubler
10 0 488 68 Used to double the number of controller inputs

RJ 45/DALI connector
10 0 488 78 Allows direct connection of electro-mechanical 

push-buttons to DALI sensors Cat.Nos 0 489 35/36
Male connector

Surface-mounting boxes
1 0 488 75 For ceiling-mounting sensors. Cat.Nos 0 488 04/06/ 

07/09/17/20 and 0 489 18/19/35/36

Fixing accessories for angled installations
1 0 489 71 For surface-mounting sensors Cat.Nos 0 489 18
1 0 489 72 For surface-mounting sensor Cat.Nos 0 489 21/33

IR remote control
1 0 882 31 IR remote control for switching (ON/OFF) and 

dimming of 2 lighting circuits.
General switch-off function
5 push buttons
Power supply: two 1.5 V LR 03 type batteries  
(supplied)

Technical characteristics see e-catalogue

Examples of  solutions for classroom, 
open-space office and meeting room


